CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

The findings from this study make several contributions to the current literature, it can be concluded that the researcher could to know the main character and characterization of Mowgli in the movie The Jungle Book. To know the dialogue used in every scene in the movies, To know the psychological factors which influence the personality of the main character and to know the moral values of the movie.

These the research, researcher could be seen from the data analysis found, the researcher was collected four aspects of the data finding, namely the genre of dialogue used, the ways to know characteristics of the main character, then the psychology that influences the personality of the main character and the last moral value obtained from each section in the movie. These arguments have all answered the questions of researchers to analyze the personality of the main character in the movie the jungle book. As discussed in the finding discussion, researchers found ways to know characteristic of main character, found type genre of dialogue used, found the psychological factor which influence characteristic personality, and the last found moral value can take in the movie.

From the observation research analyze movie during, the researcher process analyze applied some strategy by observing te dialogue and personality of main character in the movie. It showed that the readers watching the movie, the readers felt interested in understanding the story based the the movie, and the readers could Categorizing every dialogue in the movie.

Finally, the readers response about the implementation of watching the movie will give at least experiences on the way of analyzing literary works, such as Movie. This research can help and reference to analyze other literary works. This research will make them more interested in appreciating or analyzing literary works, and can get a deep understanding about the kind every dialogue, psychological aspects and moral values of a movie.
B. Suggestion

Based on the result of the data analysis and conclusion, the writer proposes some suggestions as it is suggested that the teachers use some different media and method to attract the students’ attention in learning English. It is suggested that the teachers use movie as method in teaching how to know kind dialogue, how can speaking well as one alternative technique to stimulate the students to be active in the daily and classroom. It is suggested that English teachers to be more creative in presenting material, and when teaching English may using watch movie method, so that the students fun and felt happy can be able to learning English. This thesis is a result of analysis and research about the analysis of dialogue and personality of main character as reflected in the jungle book movie.

Therefore this thesis hoped to become a contribution especially for teachers, to become as a teacher has obligatory to create our students to be the best, and compete with other schools.